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EARLY CHILDHOOD RE-VISITED

1 have been asked to address myself to a whole range Of
topics this morning. I would like to spend a little time
on a yen brief revea't history of Early Childhood, its
research and development in the last 8'or 10 years. Then
1 would like to share with ytm4.my own interpretation of
where we are now,--on current findings and then leave
von with a set of propositions or principles about the
field as I see it.

My remarks .are based very largely on my own personal
anSlysiS of what I have seen in Early Childhood develop-

around the country, and in other countries' too,
what 1 have studied and what I.h,ave thought and. I must
say, very7especially-twhat I fetal. In this way.. it .is a
persOnal interpretati9nof deyelopments. P

1 think most of you are familiar with the beginnings of
the early childhood bolom. When you look..back at,the
original ideas that the designers of these programs hed,
they setyn now very naive and over simplified. But i 's
kind of interestingif some of you o have been in
1,olvee in Early Childhood since and be ore 1965 would
take ut some ol(papers you have that came out atgliat
time volt might be surprised to see ow oversimplified

?ow look. In _the original days this development,,
11w Iesiuners rested their case primar y on the notion
that the pre - school' years are the most formative ones in
a cild's development. This was the .hearst of the proposi-
tion. They also said that those years, the pre-school
years, should be full of stimulation, which they came to

enrichment. Some of you may remember that when
we first started to talk about Head Start, for instance,
'fie called it summer enrichment program.

They also said that the children ,of families who are poor
"don't have enough stilation; thely don't have enough
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enrichment. and furthermore. that lark of stimulation
and Cririehment Would rause children to lie;unresponske
1 sellout. Finally one summer of enrichinent would give
the poor child what we Abed therea head 'start later
schooling. All of this was was persuasive, ,was
reasonable. it was lugiratl and abovenall it was !Umlaut..
Now, 7 or inure years later, how does it all sound? First,
the most obvious error in the original desigli; certainly in
the original thinking,- was that po2r children are under-
stimillAted. This is very rarely the case.

It 'is. frequently true that children who are oppor are
growing in a' very rich environment;. they are rich
socially, culturally and linguistically. They are as rich' in
meaning and in complexity as are the experivicesr:of
well-off children. They suffer very commonly from over-
stimulation. The key-is that they from insufficient
adult help. in making sense out of theseo environments.
One can say that for many children who are poor (and
this is also -true for many children who are not -poor)
that they often starve in the midst of plenty. When you
can't understand the things that are going on around
you, you conic to.feel stupid. Sometimes it is haril for
adults to believe, but just try.to picture suddenly finding
yourself in a country where you don't understand the
language. You can't make sense ott4of what's happening
around you. The customs are just extremely different.
You do feel very clumsy arid you feel stupid. So the
child who is living in a complicated environment about
which he understands very little comes to feel stupid,
and if you have a lot of experience feeling stupid, you
become stupid. We then accuse the children of being
stupid. So my basic point_ here is that children are not
understimulated in poor communities or in families
hieli are poor. They suffer from the lack of adults who

lielp them to.udersiand and to make sense out of their
expqiences. They need adults who will explain at d
clarify, and label those things for them early hirlife.
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Secondly. there is no voor. child as-such,which we didn't
know then; there2 I's no great big category' of kids called

dual-ptor.- There are just as many indi dua4 differences
among children who are from pool- fa dies of every.
ethnic group 'as there .arc, froM ehilikez from well-off
farnllies. Among both the .rieh and thi pioo-r. sorne

*children's development is going well.; -nne not.lArnong
both rich and., poor some children haVe low self-esteem
.,:onie high. Sonic feel unlard: some not, and remember
there are many children who are growing in wealthy

. families who feel unloved. It is not a special problem cif
the poor. N;(i'tt.. also, that parents w e poor
as different/from each other as par .

because .patents are Chicanos or the are tor. does rot .

mean that,"they all agreewith each o'th r, that the are
all alike..Solue, have preferences -for e kind Qf educa-
tion .(Yer arn ther.''Not all ople who are poor under-

.

stand the -poor, either. So we know now that there are
A

0 , ver ftAv generalizations about children or families-who
%. :..-are poor. Arid that,thery are a few exceptions- which I
will briefly List.

r
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It is 'now very clear and not much disputed that ith
poverty, wi.tp increasing poverty wherever you .re,
whether youkare in the: .S. or in India, or in South
America, the hazards to your health ineremr, and thete
are some very nuportaiil.eross-narional studies to look at,,

IS heri:: that have to do with the mother both being- tOo\,
young or too old: those of } ou who are niii yet 18 or
over 31i.w.-ho are still making plans, you might voirSider

r. dud: The optimum age for child bearing is between
`those' two.. Rut now. of course: we are getting a great
deal of information about the impact of nutrition. The
nutritional factor in the development of intelligence and,
so forth, has its greatest impact in the first (i months of
life,.and its impart ma) be irreversible.



flit second generalization that seems to hold, although it
needs some clarification. is that with increasing poverty
wherever N.011 are, in America or elsewhere, the sense of
personal powerlessness over important events also in-
creases. I am mg sure that other countries have been
confronted with this sense of "ppwerlessness quite as
nmeli as we halve. but we've still got a lot to do here Land
finally I have to admit there is a very consistent finding
in the research that has been done in the last ten years
or so that in c%ery country where darken are poor their
language development is slow. and that seems to hold
ever. when...There is still some dispute about that. It has
something to do with the size of the family and the
amount of adult input and so on, but again, the research
on the whole seems to maintain a fairly consistent
picture along those lines.

' Now I want to point our one thing that has changed
since the early days of Early Childhood planning in the
early GO's that no one thought about then but is now
true. The original plan, if you remember, for Head Start:
and other Early Childhood- projects was to prepare
children for school, school as we knew it. But there now
is, which was not true then, enormous wide spread etii-
satisfaction with our public schools. There are very few
pple who are willing to defend them. That wasn't true
in the 60's.

There were a lot of us who ,were dissatisfied with our
public schools, but it now has taken on national prOpor-

, Lions. Eyeirelindidates 'for public office talk about them.
One of the game eople play is how to de . °hoot
society and what is Ong With it: But irwasn't true in
the e.rly 60's. It seeme at that time defensible to try fo
prepare children for school. Now, we also know what we
didn't know then, that the summer of enrichment is not
enough. My own personal view here, and,I say this just
between us, is that we have over sold Early Childhood

'1



Education. It cannot- in one summer.. or one year, or
even in two veals overconn the lifelong effeis of
poverty: I. frankly was "app4Iled k what Dr: Me,kridiew
said yesterday .alu.tit ltis w;"illingtuss-t diunp high school
children into the street and put his money int 0 the Early
Childhood Program!. Yoh will .11111(.1111er there was

applause and that struck me yeti. uncomfortable. What I
think We have to see is that early childhood education is

.
extrortelv. implistant. Working wi i infants, now going
on, ss. extremely important b

,
is -not more important

titan all later education. .111 education is important and
the community must.come to care deeply about all of its
children all the way throu'gh their development, which
goes on for at least 18 years. What people forget so
often is our teenagers who are very big, and bigger than
we are, are still immature and what they need so
desperately is adults who are wise.

','...) basically 1 want to say that we oversold the power of
Early Childhood development program to modify the
effects of poverty all through the child's lifeyou cannot
d that. But we must look at it in the total- years of
dtelopmewt, all of them. 1 would certainly never want
to See, even though I am very much a pre - school person.
thitt, we-did something at pre-schOol !eyel at the saerific
of later years. because they are all, important years..

Next, we have pow a large enough body of researcii-.
although it is. very . difficult to do good research on
voting children. to look at something of the consistencies
in the iindings. My students and 1 have collected some
20 studies in which different curriculum models have
beeir compared to each other. and I'm sure you've heard
about these. We are Irving to find the consistencies in
this research. I want 10 memtion. I won't go through the
study, but I will mention the eonsisOwirs we have
forind--at least so far. First of all, the majority of studies
in which various, models can be compared. children who

5
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have been in a. vanenne programs do better on standard
incaykures than rhililren 'who harts been: iii a 'it ire open.

1program. But t is also true. that by ',2nd.egradis the effects
%sill wash out...anutliti Which is not nearly as
well developed its it should be, is that all models are
difficult to implement in. One way or another,' even those:
apparentk simple Models like- the behavior, analysist
model. or t e eha.ior modification Model, which look
yen' simpl on the surface. arc difficult to implement lot'
different reasons. *4.

Another interesting finding,' which is qiiite 'consistent
across the research, is that 'you get what you teach, and
its called specificity of effects..That is if a model mu-

mhasizes. teaching 'the names of colors or reading or
whatever, ihars'wliat the kids turn out to be good at, so
von really get 1.1.7stringipicture of xiccess in what it is
V on e In phatilZe. 4!.

Now I'd like. to shift from thisvery quick history to the
second part of my discussion today and that is 111V

interpretation of this,. current research and.what it means
and I'd like to do this partly by enumerating the set of

. distinctions that I think ought to be made.

First. as I have already indicated there is a consistent
finding in the research that you get what You teach, that
is to say- the ball is really in the teacher's court. If you
want your child to lejrn to read or to write or to
count. it can be done. That's what you have to teach. It
is not efficient and it doesn:t last but

its

oertainly is
possible. 't'he qmsstion of whetht`-'T you W,atil to do that'
e.,- not actualIN is not a researc.h, question. There is no
..ay. that these comparatke stuiliesscati really answer the
questiOn for %on. should. I teach \ rather than Y. The
intimate decision post he made on imNal and philo-
sophical grounds. and research cannot do that, Only
indkiduals can search their own moral convictions tti

6
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make that derision. Interestingly to rue, we now know
how to do these things: make children (and I use 'the
term "make" .:hildren) learn to read early. I have been

t. watching children at the age of 4 learning in their 376
steps to reading, learn how to read, all be it rather sil'
words. You ran, also teach these children to write. There
are 29 steps to that. We know how to do it. It ...is
inefficient, but it can be done. You can gel this at the
age of 4 and certainly von can maintain this. You cannot
be perfect Amt. you can maintain it. Rut here I would
like to make a distinction, which 1 personally find help-
ful, between programs which have academic goals and
programs which have intellectual goals. Programs with
academic goals are those ;which emphasize helping the
child to:acquire the role of pupil, accepting routines and
conforming to the daily rbutine of the classroom. learn-
ing how to raise sour handI've actually seen this. I'm
sure it doesn't happen- in tlrse 3 states, but it does
happen in other states,- but where people have spent a
good deal of their energy teaching a child when to raise
his hand: They also include in some of these programs
what I call "legislated Madders." too for young children.

These programs also emphasize motivation tie 'achieve.
Now, some of these are quite good and I should say that
one of the best examples, if you want to look at good
examples. is that at Peabody, called Itarcee. Some of you
have Seen it. I have never seen it myself, but my general'
feeling is that it is one well done or ,well thpught
through. Now let's look a little better at what we mean
by intellectual goals..11err we are talking about progfams
which emphasize helping the child to strengthen his.role
as a leanlar rather than as a pipit Where vOu 'encourage
a child to become an inquirer. to bevone an explorer, to
heroine an investigator, in fart, rather when to raise your
hand. Here the emphasis is ou the motkatipti achieve.
And I sometimcs wonder about Inv students, my
graduate students. who have not learnt:A or aCquired



motivation to stud\ because something is interesting. It
is Nen hard for them. They havi motivation to achieve
and I now have a steady flow of students corning in
from last semester wanting to know why they imly got
Us and so forth. That's motivation to achieve, not moti-
vation to learn. Often these goals, and intellectual goals,
are in contradiction with each other.

I want to sugg,eSt., that in fact, Ve have stated the goals
of education inapprOpriatelv. We have usually said that
the goal of education is to hclEi children to , acquire
academic skills. namely the 3 R's and I suggest that the
research indicates that we now know how to do this. 'But
it seems to -me. a more appropriate way to state, the goal
of education is to find a way. to help children and this
may include adults, also, to acquire the skills they need,
including, academic skills, if you will, to acquire the
knowledge that they need and the personal resources
they need in such a may that you also at the same time
strengthen, safeguard, protect, and, in fact, enhance their
sense of self-worth, their sense of -dignity, self-respect,
that You enhance their curiosity, their compassion and
their tenderness.

It is realk a problem of mutually inclusive goals that I
think we face here. We know how to gel the academic
achieveinents.-but what we don't- know very well is how-
l() get these academic goals, intellectual goals, and these
humane goals mutually inclusive. So, I have already indi-
rated that we know how to get academic programS
(ruing: we know how to get them maintained, but 1
personally, and this is a personal and moral decision, find
the academic goals to be cheap goals, unworthy, of our
national heritage and unworthy of our children: So many
of us who are interested in this probleth of how 'to
fashion an education which could achieve the mutnelly
inclusive goals of acquiring 'skills and knowledge )1id
personal resources arc turning to what are now called

8



gel enough' of them, von can make somtthing which will
balance year-hl child and you can make your own
calibrations, and here she got the child involved in the
11110IO principle of the spring scale. Now that again is
taking'off front the child's- own environment ind experi-
ences and own interest, and moving hint along in a very
meaningful way. Well, I know many examples like alai
and Fin sure Main' Of volt are doing these things, Ind it
does lead me into another, not quite related distinction
that I Want tOCtliii1V 10 your attention.

I would like, if I. may, to make a diStinetion between
teaching and performing. This is a hard one to spell out,
but I have been very concerned from time to lime
working with teacher:: because they 'always seem to me
to li doing something in order to 'please a third persOn
who isn't there. Sometimes what' they're doing, they say
to me now (14in sure this never happens in the Tri-State

rea), I wouldn't do this myself but my ehildren are
going on to Mrs, JoireS' first grade and I know that she ,

insists that all her children must know how to do such
and such, so I have to do it. That's teaching to please
the next teacher. Then sometimes, they are teaching to
please the parent, and often without knowing the parent.
:Now You can't please all parents and often it is only one
anyway. YVII0 COITICS in to complain and 'that doesiisl
represent the silent majority al all. Teachers arc often
doing things to please a parent, and she will say I don't
really like the idea of doing this', but you know how the
parents arc, and without any confirmation of wherher
this is 'the case: The teachers arc also often teaching to
please the administrator: Again, without always knowing
if this is really what the administrator expects. The
administrators tell me that they don't like what teachers
are doing, and at the satire time the teat-hers Sin,' the
same thing about administrators. Sometimes teachers .are
caught trying to

can
an assistant or an aide in a

classroom. This can be very trying. !Ivry is an example of



informal methods, ;11111. popularly_ known as open educa-
tion. This leads Inc to the second distinction I wain to
make between classes which are open and those which
are really empty. Rather. I think, the term informal is
more appropriate. To me a class which is informal some
times called' open. but certainly not vtiptV. is one which
helps children to make sense out of their own experi-
c nces,. out of their own environincnt, out of their own
feelings. As children- (re( older. von can help them make
sense out of other peoples' experiences and so a 10
year -old can understand. tat' helped to-understand experi-
ences himself has never had. Those of us who are
interested iu y oung hil dren are concerned with helping
children to Make sense Ont of their own experiences
first.

Ibis is a claz-sron iu which children can acquire the
knowlcd,c and skills the% liced as tools ivith %thief' to
examine, to analyze, to rceord. observe, urasure. ex
pion-. grasp, describe and organize their cm -u environ-
ment and their own experiences, as I ka e. said and
eventually the experienet s and environments of other:;. ,

Let me give you an example whial some of Yoemav
.have seen and' it has been mentioned in the publication
of informal education that Edith Riggs, the Math
inspector froi England, told. It is an example of helping
children work with their. own experiences. This waz.., -a

class, this was in Englad. 6 Vearolds in which the,
leacher said to the children -which of sleep's trv,

tunge,l' one of the lit tie bovs-in'the class "Weir
the one who give; to bed, first.- and the teperier in the
class said, "Wt'll. 1 don't think that's quite right: how

lcuaLt Conroy ow yoll bring a little piece of paper saving
what time. you went to bed and what time vou Vol up,"
and so some of the children could write themselve
some of them had to have it written. But they grout at

their raw data into class the next clay and the tenet er '
had to make a horizontal bargraph. Rut. each child Inn a

10
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line, it horizontal line. The teacher had narked on the
top 2 -l' -hour periods and each child Tilled in with his own
name a color bar which represented the time he went to
sleep and the' -:time he woke-np,:So that You can see from
the picture quite visibly that relative inde-
pendence of what time you go to bed and how long you
sleep. But the was only the beginning of making sense
out of their own experii.nces. The teacher then had the
children do all kinds of things to this raw data. For
example, one group of children summarized the data in
terms such as: 10 of us slept for 11 hours; 9 of us slept
for 8 hours, and they grouped the data'. We 'called it
descriptive statistics' when we're adults. They grouped the
data; they rank-ordered it so that it started with the
longest period down to the shortest periott, They they
rank-ordered it in terms of the largest number of
children down toihe smallest number of children.

Then they did things likehow many children were
asleep between 9:00 and midnight? How many children
were asleep between 8:00 and midnight? These are over-
lapping intervals, but they don't use that term. Itese
Were relatively sophisticated mathemfttical operations on;
the children's Own raw data.

She also told me' another little story about a 4 year-old
who liked to come to her ,,house because he liked to
weigh himself on the bathroom, scale, and she got
intriped one day Whether the child really knew what it
iniuit. She had a European scale which registered in
kilograms. One day -She said to the little boy, "Now,
what do von suppose that says on the dial;" and the
child sail, "Well, von know." She said "How does it
work?" and the child said, "There are' 17 little kilos in
there. When step on itthey jump up." Now, this is a
pretty good 4 near -old understanding, hilt she decided to
work with this. What she did was make.a scale out of
the springs that come in ladieshair curlers and if you

12'
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form, that to me. 'a lein:lier is sonieone i e 'alerts
children to the things in his environment which are:

Worth knowing. Teachers must make this decision about
%%lI worth ktioyvino' or adults, or administrators. or
501001 board. 1 oil eiii.iot abdicate that decisiOn.

O

There is no %vim' that a research program ran 'tell You
what's worth knowing. I' mean von might ask, and lye
done this with v students and found it Ye' instructive.
Does a child have to know when Washington's birthday

Is is worth knowing and ystir0 Those turn out to be
very interesting quiestions. The adults cannot let that
deisio be made by children alone: they are too young
and they are too Miniature.

Also a teacher has to alert the child to things that are
potentially interesting: now we know a lot of things that
young children are',, potentially interested in: things that
move, like trucks. planes:- most childreD are potentially
interested in ailimal:s\ and it is up to us as adults.
mothers. and teachers to alert them to those things.

r Finally, teachers must alert children to things which are
important whether they are interesting or not. Again, it
is a matter of adult:: making a decision about what they
consider important for children to know. They should
know a teacher is, someone who helps children to
interpret the events, to interpret the feelings that they
are' having and others around them. A teacher helps
children to evaluate what they are doing and so on. This
is a Bing list and 1 think I'd fielder leave that because it
is going to take iip too much time. Resides which)
think. these are all things N' t, know.

One of. the things' that worries me here is that roam of
. the. models available in Early. Childhood Education
emphasize performing rather than teaching.
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Now. another distinction I want to make. and I'm
sWilchig here it little bit. is a distinction I find helpful
between chilkirett having fun and children getting; satis-

,faction. So II latIV (earners will still time (and models also)
that children are having lots of fun in their pr9gra. I
consider this a cheap goal. \\'e U'S' offer children a

chance to gain the kind of satisfaction that comes from
problem-solving.. problem-posing. hard work, hard effort
and mastering and I'm nut talking about the order. II is
unfair to children when we fail to encourage them to
tackle things that are difficult and 'even ocuasionally
tedious. It does not mean that You don't make demands
on them. That is the crucial distinction:.

I Wan( to sug,g,esi, and this is a personal 'view, that
children. need adults, they need to feel- loved by adults
who are strong. Being loved by someone who is weak is

bui doesn't help "Hi to grOw...You need the love
of someone vim can look up to, someone who is self
respecting and someone who is strong; that is essential to
growth. al least in MV interpretation of the data. -t

People have a fairly steady level. People vary quite a bit
in how energetic they are; each individual has his own
sort of normal level which we can picture in a fairly
straight line. Now when we introduce an experience
which is exciting, that level of 'responsiveness goes up,
but, by definition, it cannot stay up because you cannot
stay excited by definition, by the nature of neuro-
physiology of the iirganisii;,you have, to come down. My
11 pothesi here is that you don't just come down back
It: where started. Wind happens is dial you come
do5sn below that. And it's a period of withdrawal for
some. of beliasior cdisorganization certainly for children
but anotv.adults it is a period of depression, and What

mill find yourself doing to bring.11n7 person out of
inirinhicing a second c\eiting experience. Only this
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tune ou are doubling the dose. So, when it conics to
educational innovation. fur instance. somebody goes out
and says to the teachers, administrators, I've got this
..real idea; I've got this thing that is going to save You
all. People get excited about this innovation The level of
excitement goes tp,of course: the N 'ye oversold the thing
and your excitement is bound to wear off, but 1,011 don't
just come down to your ordinary level of activity. You
rou down below it and here is a period of depressi(in,
distrust and a feeling of cynicism. "I'm never going to
trust another innovation or curriculum developer in my
life." 111(11 in order to get people to move again you
have to double this dose and You have to make bigger
promises. That is what is happening in educational
innovation and I get this picture very strongly in the
clearinghouse where wrt. are constantly. being told by the
people we report to go 'ahead and sell an idea; make it
exciting. Now let's get back to the young child again.

What we do with young children is we introduce some
sort' of a cheap gimmick, and this is what really
truing to get at, that turns on kids. Of course, 'it wears
off :because you- can't be turned on all the time and
when it wears off the teachers. fed sort of rejected
because they do lean a great deal on the reinforcement
That children give them. So, they introduce an even more
cheap gimmick and cycyvbody is locked in a spiral. It is

sort eaf a thrill-oriented. kindergarten class. is not an
independent problem: it is a problem of the. whole cul-
ture. Yesterday Dr. 'NleAndreW used the word exciting
four 'times, which is low. I've done these frequency
count's. Listen to the television, that's where you hear it
most. Everything is exciting. What happens here when
the cuthusiast grows and the fad increases; the faddism
of our profession is very frightening, as I've tried to.

indicate, You don't come back to your baseline, but you
begin to need a bigger dose in order to get turned on
again. Now, there are several reasons why this is itn-
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portant..and I realize that I haven't maile this very clear
but it is a very, hard concept tOtdeal with, especially
wit1104. an illustration. It's because the real work of this
world is not exeititet me see if 1 rail inake this clear.
II you look at the t'e'levision. they try to de , let oil the
television ltw lives .of doctors, detectives, and wyers as
going from One peak experience to another, nothing but
thrills. But if you think about it, You will realize. that
the In..alth of the conuminity is Maintained by the man"r
who gives booster shots and who. looks at sore throats, a

, Winked II week, and that could riot be
) exciting. When0

Ate physician looks at a sore throat, he must always do
this alertly in order not to miss significant symptoms;
now, being able to perform routine procedures alertly is
the mark of the professional and this is riot exciting. It
just cannot be. They always picture a lawyer as having
great draMatie experiences in the courtroom and I'll bet
you that 902 , of a lawyer's life is day to day routine.
lie, also, must do it alertly-hi order not to miss loop-
holes and make mistakes that are important. 'Now
teaching is like that, too. If anyone has told a
-prospective teacher that it is going to be exciting, he has
very much Misled the teacher; satisying yes, but exciting
no. Anil that's the . distinction I ,wicnt to make. That's

ti because we introduce children to /these cheap, exciting
, experienres. They are unable to learn or they' cannot...

learn the satisfaction that conies from extended activity.
When I go into a Head Start program, a nursery program,
or a kindergarten gram, what -I look for as my
int,',thod of ev nation isis there a sign that these
child en have been involVed in an ongoing activity that
lasts for a few weeks, something they are condi:tiding or
building or 'extending. What 1 typically see are these
voltage things with macaroni stuck on paper. Theme is a
lave for that. but most of them I see is a one shot, one

tin!» activity that is scheduled between 10:15 and 10:40.
No%) here is where you've got to find everyday a new
hag of tricks to excite children and turn them on. You
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rob the-',cliildren in, ,
that ,vith

getting involved in it and of
nnititfe-, So, as I've indicated

of learning how to get
an extended protect Of

even dealing with some
that's a hard one to deal

with. l'. 01 several times to- -write chic:, but' it's very
hard to writ !, too. But 1 think1 have finally tatiOit my

`.-----1.

staff at the clearing house not to use the word excite-.
ment, because they come to me once in a while and say;
here's an idea and this is really exciting,_and I finally'
gave them my. 10 minute lecture on the evils of excite-
ment, really dealing with cheap goals and even a cheap
activity when you go Jnto this excitement. Occasionally.
it is very nice, but you can't involve your whole life
around thrill:seeking. I want to summarize this speech by
saying that we seem to settle for cheap thrills, for quick
success which I consider holloW Success. We. giVe our
children one shot, one time- activity, and as I've indi-
cated; ,I. always look in the classroom for evidence, of
what children, are constructing, building, and making
which, encourages their sustained interest and
involvement, which encourages them to plan and to
execute plans, to engage in problem sowing at a develop-
mentally appropriate level. ss.

,

Now I'm in my final swing here, so don't be discourages.
I would like to summarize what I've tried to say herein
a set, of propositions or principles, and I believe I have
10 or 11 here and we're going to go through, ,them as
fast as I can. First of all if it is true that you get wh tt
you teach, your goals and your objectives as,teachers and'
administrators really do count. Two,, if you want to help
children acquire skills and knowledge and personal
Strength in such a war as to increase their sense of
self-respect, their capacity for insight, compassion and
tenderness, then you really must attend very specificially
to how children feel. It is fundamentally the quality of
feeling that life is all about. And this is an amazing
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problem with the bebaYioral objective movement. Th;!.
Behavioral .Objectives are fine if they have their place.
but only if you take into account how people feel about
what they are doing. Third. I our convineed that ethere
are no problems in education which are not also prob-.,

lents in the rest of our society, iiieluding the problem of
excitement. In the rest of our there is waste.
bickering, incomPettmce, provincialism:racism, and so
forth. I sometimes think of impeller problem in educa-
tion which is also 'similar in the rest of society. and what
I've come to call .the "blanicilrain," Evervone.is
someone else. And in education this is fairly tTical.
talk sometimes to principals who say well. I'd hike to do
so and so in my salmi!, but 1 can never get thy teachers
to chahge their habits. So thcv blame the teachers.. I had
al feeling in some of what Dr. Me/Andrew was saving
yesterday that he was counting on parents to 'save Finn.
A lot of people feel tNat if you just involve parents
you'll solve problems. That's Nvry misleading because
parents are people. too. They can help but there are no
quick solutions. But sometimes peopIts blame parents and
teachers will say, "I could do so much for my kids but
the patents won't help me."

Teachers love to blame adininistrators for all their prob-
,......lems. and the administrators, I'm sure have people to

blame, school boards, regional offices, and so on. But all
of this blaming is a waste of energ). A great deal of
energy gets diverted into this kind of activity which
could bettor be used in solving the problem. And this
brings me to my fourth principle, namely, I want to alert
our attention here to the fact that our leaders. and this

is a national problem. arc very badly treated. Remember.
and those of \ 011 who .get restless because vm1 arc
adinisfrators or ()remise you are not. that when an
administrator's work is done well. he makeS it possible
for the really important things to happen. And there is
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r ally 114011111,, grc.it a- a !,41./1 admini-trator fce
,on to do Ihr important things which an tpialit. of
lives the people in. classrooms. Bin I think we treat
leaders very badly. There iS a great deal of bakfighting
and I'm sure this is not so had in the South, but I do
hear it other places. There is a lot of nitpicking and
bitching about administrators and a lot of rumor-

-mongering: But it seem; to mcl there are two ways in
which leaders emerge. One is they emerge out of a
resolution of a power struggle. Another way. which I

dont see very often, but I hope happens, is. they come
to leadership positions because they are competent.
That's an important distinction. If you come to a leader.
ship .po:.;ition because You have emerged out of a power
struggle you must spend a great deal of \rota energy
preserving that power and maintaining it. And this be-
comes very difficult; this is where all this biting and
fighting goes on,4ecause you are sort of trying to hold
on to power, perhaps not very legitimate power. If,
however, you manage ;.0 get your leaders to .their leader-
ship:rooles because they are competent, then my recom-
menbion to you is t behind them. While I was
writing this last night, I put down here "when your
leader has been selected because he is competent, get
behind 'hint," and I changedit to say, "when your leader
is selected because she is competent, gel behind her." We
readily complain when leaders fall down, 'but we rarely
compliment them when they are carrying on a tough
struggle. I think as general properly of the nation we
treat leaders very badly. I hope we can change that.
Incidentally, in terms of complaints. I don'tknnw if you
are familiar with this, but during the period in which the
day care bill was being considered, the Office of Child
Development was receiving on the average NO letters a
day against the day care legislationhate-mail. It was full
of the stuff saying day care is a communist plot and all
that sort of thing. But they were not getting any of the
other letters, and that's fairly typical: Another thing I
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want to say here- on the problems of administrators, is
that I heave a strong hunch that if you are an admin-
istrator, and you want to know how you are behaviiig,
watch the way t e teachers treat the children, because
think there )s a ood deal of similarity. J have been very
impressed by a principal of a school who had one of the
most encouraging head Start programs I have ever seen.
The teacheis were great. They wero very demanding of
the children, but they were very warm and encouraging
at the same time. And A made up my mind I was going
to figure out how this happened; I went back seyeral
times X this `program to try to figure oftt why it was a
good pN)gram. Usually- I'm spendiing my time trying to
figure out what is wrong with a program. This one ,was'
really good. Then I. began to see that when the teachers
were being supportive, encouraging and demanding.of the
children, this was exactly how the principal was behaving
with her staff. She was supportive,' encouraging, but §he
was demanding, and that's where I began Co think there's
something to that. Perhaps the way' the administrators
treat the people of their staffs is reflecting the way iheir
staff in turn treat other people. I don't know if that's
true; it's just a strong hunch I have. You might think
about that if you want to. My fifth principle here is that
I would encourage each of you to identify, and as
accurately as -you tan, what is your own assignment,
being careful that you don't end up minding everyone
else's business; now this I've see m places. But do your
job extremely well. You might think of looking at your
rAcn job as an art form.

Staml hack from it occasionally lookin and cheeking,to
sec how il. is going and try again. Six h, principle here.
When ou meet with your leaders and c Aleagues, try and
ask the question: What is the problem o be solved? Mit
who is right, who is going to win, mho is going to come
out as some people say, smelling likj roses. Bo careful, in
the similar way. of the question of grassroots, another
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In% h that has grown up around education. We have, to
he very careful about. this. Sometimes what we are
identifying. as grassroots, and this is certainly true when
We talk about students in the university as grassroots,
turns out to be the loudest voice. Remember that people
who are the grassroots ,du not agree with'eaeh other jiist
because they are grassroots. Just because people are poor
does not automatically qualify them to be experts. It
doesn't also qualify them not to be. I remember working
in Head Start the, first year in San Francisco and .a
mother came to me, a poor mother, and said now never
mind anything else, when my 'child doesn't behave, beat.
hitn. I can understand why she felt that way; I couldn't
do that, by the way, and if I had to' take all my
instructions from the grassroots, it would be' very diffi-
cult. I saw d Head Start program in Indiana, very, very
pOor community, where a father has refused to take his
child to a clinic. He had cuthis hand on an electric fan
and it was very, very badly infected, and the father
insisted that this was the way the child was going to
learn his lesson about touching electrical equipment.
That's a grassroots' opinion.

I had been working in the Head Start program for two
years and on one occasion there were 12 children in the
program who had been infected with impetigo and this
was a grassroots program and nobody recognized it. Now
it's not a serious disease. It can be handled, but it also
can be avoided by the way. So, let's temper our judge-
ment about grassroots and accept the'fact that the grass.
roots' participation is important, but it is not a simple
solution. Getting hack to the principle here, it is
identifying the problem that is to be solved. Ask the
question: What is'it I eau do without oney-, or without
faradic:: or equipment'', '('hat's not a bad exercise, and
besides that mav eonie to be the case. Seven, I forgot to
list in my set of 'distinctions, but I will mention here.
Remember the distinction between selling au idea and
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teaching. We have a very strong tendency to sell ideas
and to sell programs and that's another whole semester's
work that I'd like to go into when I can. But we tend- to
treat our clients as though they were customers. Now the
problem with that is. when you are selling, something,to
a customer you always have to develop a straw man and
tell what's wrong with his vacuum cleaner and how bad
it is and knock the other guy over, and you also, often
always, have to oversell, but instead what we ought to be
doing with our clients is informing them and explaining
and alerting them to the problems of whatever it is that
we are trying to suggest. When the IPI people went out
with their great material, they went out promising a
year's growth for a year's work without informing people
that here are things we cannot do; here are the types of
problems that come up. These are some of the weak-
nesses. We tend to use the salesmen model so often in
education.

Now, this leads me to my eighth part and I'm coming to
the end here. Let's please give up expecting quick results.
Don't look for rewards or recognition. After all, we're all
adults now. Look to your own internalized ethics and
convictions if you need to strengthen your courage. But
be patient, or perhaps a better word is wise. Please don't
settle for quick, cheap success or for temporary excite-,
ment. Nine. A big problem, which is also a whole
semester's work. A major problem we confront in all
education, but certainly in early childhood is Whose
goals are we supposed to meet? .Are you supposed to be
satisfying the goals of the adviSory council, of your
executive director, of USOE, State coordinators, whose
goals? And are they all alike?

'Remember, that human development 'isso complicated
so whatever you might say that's true is also riot true.
And many statements that we make, from which we
derivc our goals, are very much over-simplified.
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Let me give you an example here. Many of us, I'm,sure
many of you in this room, are interested in Open Educa-
tion, sometimes called Child-Centered. That's a terrible
word for it. But, suppose your parents don't want that.
Some parents, and you must respect this, and treat this
as valid, really want much more obvious signs that the
children are learning than yoti are likely to see in an
informal program. Here is a principle that I would very
much like to suggest to .you. My principle here is that it
is more important to inspire a Mother's confidence in her
child's future ability to cope with life than it is to do
what is pedagogically proper. I knoW that's hard. But, let
me give you an example.

I was talking- with a Head Start teacher in a Chicano
program in California. A mother came to the teacher am:
said, "I do not want my son to play with dolls or to
dress up." Now the teacher thought that playing with
dolls and dressing was pedagogically very significant. The
position, I am -taking here, is that it is more important to
.respect that- mother's position because her confidence in
her son will carry him a long way, but pedagogical
practices at the.age'of four will not. I have been amazed
at the confidence that parents have had in some of these
acadeniic models. But I would suggest to those of you
whose personal goals and personal" decisions are more
comfortable with informal Models, if your parents are
pressuring you to do. more academic things, assign part
or the day to ,structured activities, but do it well. You
can 410 structured activities-40-4ml 4cadly, as hi fact you
can do informal things well and badly. Then do llic rest
of the day openly but well.

Now. finally, ,it seems to vie that the most important
struggle in our country today is the, struggle for equality.
And I' amazed how often this gets overlooked and L.
worry great deal about some of the women's lib groups
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who forget that this is such a deep, deep problem in so
many ways. The fact, it seems to me, that we are not
equally tall, we are not equally short, or agile, or beauti-
ful, or good at math or egvoking. We are not equally
artistic, but we are lefivally human. We are equally
human in the sense that we all want to be wanted, and
loved, respected, and admired. We all have fears and
doubts, anxieties, aspirations, ambitins. We all .hai,e, I

suppose,-some unresolved childish wishes. And you all
'know, you each know, that you have an inner life of
concerns and desires. Just remember from time to time
that everyone else does, too. Being human is perhaps
1:;st described by the way we feel about ,other people
and the way respond to them 'and the way we care
for them. In This basic sense, in terms of how we feel
about others and about ourselves we are all equally
human. We have more in common than we have apart. In
your concerted effort to help children in your states and
communities, address yourselves to the basic humanness
of each other, treating each

time

as equally human.
Remember finally that every time you look at an educa-
tional issue, no matter how small it is, you end up
needing a new society. I don't know how you do that
and I know you cannot do that quickly. The funda-
mental issues in education cannot be solved by research.
Research can help. It can clarify. It can raise the issue. It
can increase your appreciation for the complexities and
causes of behavior. But the basic and important decisions
in education are moral and philisophical ones.- In these
domains there are no experts. It is up to all'-of us to
make those kinds of decisions.

I have simply tried to share with you my moral and
philisophical positions on some of these issues and I
hope it helps.
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